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I scratched my chin. "Simply pur, rhe partern of damage characteristic of a tornado
is nor here. fu a tornado approaches,
there is a strong updraft at the base of rhe
funnel cloud that lifts the branches. Th is
results in branches breaking away from
the trunk making it look like the trees
have been topped. All of these branches
failed at the branch union where defectfree branches are naturally weaker."
There was a pause, but neither Dan nor
Codit chose to jump in.
"And there's something even more important," I added
for suspense. I walked over and picked up a branch. "These
trees are the invasive seedling Callery pear (Pyrus calleryana) . True, they are angiosperms, but rhey are known for
their weak wood, included bark, and susceptibility to
branch breakage. It doesn't take much 'wind at all to make
these trees collapse."
Codit's face turned red. He should have been able to
ID this common tree. Tree identification, after all, is pan
of the bedrock of knowledge of all practicing arborists. I
decided to save the admonishmem for later.
I gestured to our surroundings. "None of the other
trees around us have collapsed. They all have stronger
wood than Cal lery pear-even the old-growth shordeaf
pine."
Dan yanked his field guide from his waistband and
thumbed through, looking for something that might validate my hypothesis.

The book had nothing. "I think yo ur gu ide may have
oversimplified trees into broad categories ," I said. "While
angiosperms (hardwoods) generally grow slower and
have harder wood than gymnosperms (softwoods), there
are exceptions to borh. Basswood (Tilia sp.), cottonwood
(Populus sp.), and ornamental pear (Pyrus sp.), all have
wood that is softer than many 'softwood' trees. And oldgrowth shordeaf pine (Pinus echinata) is known to have
wood that's about as hard as many oaks (Quercus sp.).
There is variability even within a genus. Water oak ( Quercus nigra) is known as the 'Bradford Pear' of the oaks
because of its tendency to fail in storms."
Dan mulled this over. "It seems as though the hardwood/softwood distinction is inadequate for this guide."
Cadit and I nodded in agreement.
I offered my two cems. "You might wam to provide
feedback to the National Weather Service and recommend they update the field guide to refer to a broader
plant database on species-specific wood strength.
Although it would be a large undertaking, it would be a
useful improvement on the guide, and it would be an
excellent opportunity to collaborate with ISA Certified
Arborists®on their personal experiences with local tree
failures."
Codit chimed in, "So we didn't see a cyclone?"
"It doesn't look like it- not here, at least."
Dan was glad to have us. He completed his report and
was able to justify his explanations of wind speed based
on our interpretations of the tree damage. We were even
credited as researchers on the report when it was
published!
A week later, I dropped a copy of the report on Cadit's
desk. "Looks like the Natio nal Weather Service got 'wind'
of our research."
Codit looked up and couldn't resist: "What a twist!"
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Need more Dendro? Need more
CEUs? Go to the ISA webstore
(www.isa-arbor.com/store) and
search "Detective Dendro
Podcasts."

Pyrus calleryana, also known as the Bradford Pear, can't stand up to powerful
storm winds.
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